on fi(G) n R and satisfy ||^|| = sup|(t//-X 2)(z)| < oo, where X is the Poincaré metric induced by rr ° p.
Finally, let M[(H) = {r¡ G M,(77)|t/(7(z)) = t/(z)}; this is equivalent to the condition that w commutes with J. Via the isometries ¡i(z) -» p • ¡i(z) = /x(P(z))(pX7)/pXz)) and x^(z) -» (* X p)(z) = ^(p(z))(p'(z))2, it can be easily demonstrated that MX(G) is isomorphic to M[(H), and 7?2(C7, ß) is isomorphic to 7^(77, U). Earle has shown [7] , [ 1. The straightness of T'(H). We wish to study further the structure of T'(H). It is clear that if ¡x G [w¡/\ G T'(H), w^ commutes with /onR (i.e., is odd). Since we now have an extremal element in each class, the Teichmüller metric may be defined on T*(G).
The set of fixed points of an involutoric isometry of an open straight space is a nonempty open straight space [6] . We show T'(H) is such a set. The diagram is then modified to r i *
S-Wßj
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where g ° if-~ w and g ° w(¡] is symmetric. Then k((g ° w^) ° w^1) = /c(g) < k(w • w"_1), a contradiction. The distance ¿7 will therefore be determined by Beltrami differentials in M[(H), and the inequality is actually equality. The map T*(G)-> T'(H) (and its inverse) is an isometry, and T*(G) is an open straight space. We have proved Theorem. Let G be a normalized finitely generated Fuchsian group. Then T#(G) is an open straight space. 
